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REJUVINATION WEBSITE

project 01

A life coaching website that is geared toward executives and high-ranking officials who need 

services to improve their lifestyles in job management and workloads. 





An opening-title sequence for a very short film that participated in the 48-Hour Film Festival in 2009. 

The concept was to maintain a modern day aspect but to keep the western cowboy in effect. The 

solution was to add depth of field to the animation to promote its excitement without destroying 

the atmosphere of the sequence.

JEZEBEL OPENING TITLE

project 02





TEAM RESISTANCE Website
A website for a local FIRST Robotics Team, inspiring high school students to pursue further 

education in the fields of math, science, and technology. One of the challenges was to maintain the 

design in the framework of the Wordpress Content Management system.

project 03





OSPREY FILM IDENTITY PACKAGE

project 04

An exclusive print package tailored for Osprey Film and its activities in the film community. The 

package is designed to maintain the brand identity while expanding the recognition of Osprey Film. 

To do so, a t-shirt with a staff badge is being used during the filming sessions and social events.  

A thank you card is used to acknowledge one’s support of Osprey Film. A business card promotes 

increased contact and keeps the interested party informed. 



simpson@ospreyfilm.com
c: 904.864.3460

Josh Simpson
President

www.ospreyfilm.com

Osprey Film wishes to extend its thanks for

your contribution. We cannot thank you enough.

Please accept this gift as our small token of gratitude

Big Thanks to You

www.ospreyfilm.com

business card

thank you card

t-shirt

staff badge



OSPREY FILM WEBSITE

project 05

A small website that is dedicated to the film club of University of North Florida. One of the 

requirements is to have a video library that displays all of the film productions that have been 

made. The website maintains the film club members and all of the projects within the club while 

bridging the communication gap between the members and the community.





An experimental brochure reflecting the strong focus of UNF’s Art and Design program. An 

accordion-style brochure would introduce a refreshing concept while saving on production costs. 

The reverse of the brochure offers a simple, poster-like keepsake.

ART & DESIGN BROCHURE

project 06





 

CLEAN AIRE SHOPPING WEBSITE

project 07

An online shopping website using Magento ecommerce website with an extended theme system. 

The primary focus is the custom air filter size functionality. The front page rotates with different 

information, keeping the content fresh. This was a redesign from their old website with more open-

airnesss and simplified navigation process, in addition to the ordering process itself.



 



A 21st anniversary project to honor AIGA’s Jacksonville chapter with a new motion graphic that 

reflects the community and the designers within it. The challenge was to push the design aspect 

into the foundation of the community without disrupting the AIGA brand identity. 

AIGA INTERSTIAL

project 08





A local fine-artist website, known for his famous semigraphs and botanicals photography. The 

design was based on his series of art while the navigation and content is not complicated. The 

photo gallery is designed to provide a simple but interactive interface for the user to scroll through

Darly Bunn Fine Art Website

project 09





Griffin Annual Report

project 10

Griffin Annual Report has been one of my most challenging projects. Not only does a graphic 

designer have to design well, but one has to be able to translate the information into a concise 

visual representation; this gives the user an unique experience in their interpretation of the annual 

report. The report has been done on a matte-finish paper to allow the colors to create an easy focal 

point that emphasizes the company’s performance.





Thank you for  looking through my portfolio. 
For further inquiries, please visit www.wjsimpson.com


